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AUDITION SIDE 4- JABBERS 

JABBERS 

No Netty...No doh take it Netty…Netty stay with meh...  

(she collapses into death)  

Netty! Netty! Gimme de thing dat yuh have in yuh 

belly... 

(He approaches Blues’ body) 

Blues ! oh Gawd what ah do? What ah do! ...Blues! 

Blues! Yuh old 

stinking Bulerz get up nah...get up...ah wouldn’t beat 

yuh up…come nah yuh could harass me all yuh want! 

...come nah  

(takes up blues blade and cuts his 

wrist)  

Blues… I paint dis town... 

Blues I, was de damn Jab Molassie dat turn dis whole 

place upside down...Ras what yuh doing watching 

me...yuh calling police...yuh calling police...yuh 

running ...yuh running... 

(He takes up the remainder of poison to 

drink)  

Netty, Netty...gimme the thing that yuh have in yuh 

belly...I not going in no court box or tuh live in no 

jail box...All ah we go burn together... 

(he takes out four dollars he had and 

puts it in Dollars motionless hand, the 

he takes up Matches. Lights a match 

then hastily blows it out)  

Dis damn shittin thing comes from box too! 

(Throws it across the stage in anger, 

is holding Netty’s lifeless body in his 

arms) 

...oh Gawd Netty ah really should ah be a bed bug...at 

least I’d ah just bite... 
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(very emotional...sings)  

Netty, Netty...gimme the thing that yuh have in yuh 

belly... 

(crying and singing)  

I want to bite dem young lady partner...like ah hotdog 

or ah hamburger...And if you know you’re thin don’t be 

in fright, is only big fat woman I like to bite  

(stops singing) 

...Oh Netty ...sometimes when people take ting out ah 

box it does lose value, like when yuh take ah doll out 

ah box, dahs why he sing bout bed bug...dey crawling 

on top box and is just survival...cause dey don’t have 

no value anyway...he must be was in a box too...now 

all he music playing from box to box... 

(sings) 

And if you know you’re thin don’t be in fright, is 

only big fat woman I like to bite... 

(he dies) 

 


